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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 

SUPERHYDROPHOBIC TITANIA NANOTUBE ARRAYS FOR REDUCING ADHESION  

 

OF BACTERIA AND PLATELETS 

 

 

 

Hemocompatibility and bacterial infections cause challenges for medical devices.  When 

any material is implanted into the body bacteria, blood, proteins and platelets will adsorb and 

attach to its surface.  The platelet adsorption leads to thrombosis and clot formation on the 

surfaces, restricting blood flow and in some cases leading to inflammation and device failure. 

Bacteria adhesion leads to colony formation and eventually infection if left untreated. Infections 

can be treated with antibiotics, but growing antibiotic resistance among bacteria has spurred a 

search for methods that reduce infections without increasing resistance. Proposed methods have 

included diamond-like carbon surfaces, drug-eluting surfaces, and titania nanotube arrays. These 

methods have all shown some initial improved, but no approach has proven durable over long 

periods of time.  Superhemophobic surfaces are a new approach to improving performance of 

medical devices, but the interactions of blood components and bacteria with these surfaces have 

not been well-documented.  In this work, superhemophobic surfaces were developed by 

modifying the surface topography and surface chemistry of titanium.  The surface topography was 

modified by creating titania nanotube arrays through a well-documented anodization and chemical 

etching technique.  Superhemophobicity was induced by modifying the titania nanotube arrays 

with different silanes using chemical vapor deposition.  The investigations of blood interactions 

with superhemophobic surfaces showed reduced protein adsorption. The bacteria adhesion 

studies showed reduced attachment for both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria. The 

results indicate these surfaces have potential for enhancing material hemocompatibility and 

reducing the attachment of bacteria.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 
The research presented here evaluates the potential of superhydrophobic and 

superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays as surfaces to reduce thrombosis and bacterial 

adhesion.  Thrombosis and bacterial infections are common complications with medical 

devices.  A thrombus will form on any surface that contacts blood when platelets adhere 

to the surface and aggregate as part of the human immune response.  The thrombus can 

grow and restrict blood flow through the vessel or detach from the surface leading to 

strokes or myocardial infarctions.  Bacterial colonies that grow on the surfaces of implants 

will prevent integration of the implant if left untreated.  These complications limit the 

effectiveness of implanted medical devices. 

Titania nanotube arrays have been proposed as a method to improve the 

performance of implanted devices.  They have been shown to reduce bacteria adhesion 

and platelet aggregation compared to commercial titanium, a common biomaterial.  

Superhydrophobic surfaces have been investigated in a wide range of applications for 

their ability to reduce biofouling. Superhydrophobic surfaces have been shown to reduce 

the adhesion of bacteria to surfaces, among other organisms. There is little research, 

however, into how superhydrophobic nanotube arrays interact with bacteria or blood.  

Additionally, little investigation has been done into creating surfaces that are 

superhemophobic as well as superhydrophobic.   

This master’s thesis addresses the hypothesis that superhydrophobic titania 

nanotube arrays can function as superhemophobic surfaces and will exhibit reduced 

thrombogenicity and bacterial adhesion compared to pure titanium and unmodified titania 
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nanotube arrays.  Superhemophobicity was induced by modifying the titania nanotube 

arrays with different silanes using chemical vapor deposition.  The interactions of human 

blood plasma, S. aureus (gram-positive) bacteria, and P. aeruginosa (gram-negative) 

bacteria with the surfaces were investigated.  The conclusions showed that 

superhemophobic and superhydrophobic titania nanotube arrays can be fabricated using 

well-researched techniques.  The superhemophobic surfaces showed reduced 

adsorption of the blood proteins fibrinogen and albumin, lower platelet adhesion and 

activation, and reduced bacterial adhesion compared to the control surfaces.  The results 

presented here indicate that superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays have the potential 

to improve the performance of implanted devices. 
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HYPOTHESIS AND SPECIFIC AIMS 

 

 

 

Fundamental Hypothesis: Superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays can reduce the 

attachment of platelets, leukocytes, blood proteins, and bacteria 

 

Hypothesis 1: Titania nanotube arrays can be silanized to create a stable 

superhemophobic surface 

Specific Aim 1: Fabrication and characterization of superhemophobic titania nanotube 

arrays.  This specific aim is discussed in Chapter 2 and will cover: 

(a) Fabrication of uniform, vertically oriented, reproducible titania nanotube 

arrays 

(b) Modification of the surface chemistry of titania nanotube arrays to induce 

Superhemophobicity/superhydrophobicity 

(c) Characterization of titania nanotube arrays and measurement of contact 

angles of water and blood 
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Hypothesis 2: Superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays can improve hemocompatibility 

and reduce biofilm formation by reducing cell adhesion 

Specific Aim 2: Investigation of protein adsorption, blood cell attachment, and bacterial 

adhesion to titania nanotube arrays.  This specific aim is discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 

and will cover: 

(a) Evaluation of cytotoxicity, platelet and leukocyte adhesion and activation, 

and adsorption of hemoglobin and blood proteins 

(b) Attachment and morphology of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria 
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CHAPTER 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Medical devices can fail for several different reasons once they are implanted into 

a patient.  The implant can be rejected by the immune system, where tissue inflammation 

surrounding the implant site causes enough pain that the implant must be removed.  The 

implant site and implant itself can be colonized by bacteria, leading to the infections.  The 

materials of which the implant is composed can elicit an allergic reaction from the patient.  

Or thrombi can form on the surfaces of blood-contacting devices, growing over time and 

leading to clot formation in the patient’s blood vessels.  Many researchers have 

investigated methods for mitigating these complications in order to improve the 

effectiveness of medical devices and the quality of life for patients.  Much attention has 

gone into altering the surfaces of medical devices to improve biocompatibility.  The 

earliest investigations into biocompatibility simply involved investigating different metals.  

These studies showed that titanium had a desirable combination of biocompatibility and 

strength so it became a common material choice for medical devices.  Subsequent 

studies looked into methods of generating nanostructures, such as pillars or wires, on 

titanium surfaces.  These studies showed that nanostructures tended to promote cell 

growth and reduce harmful immune responses.  These nanostructures also emerged as 

a method for drug delivery.  Anti-inflammatory drugs or antibiotics could be applied as a 

coating or embedded within the nanostructures and released once the device was 

implanted, reducing the risk of device failure.  More recently, superhydrophobic surfaces 
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have gained interest as an application for medical devices for their potential to reduce the 

adhesion of the bacteria or platelets.  Their attachment to the surfaces of medical devices 

is the first step in the infection or thrombus formation processes that can lead to device 

failure.  To date there is limited data on the interactions between biological systems and 

superhydrophobic surfaces, however, so more work must be done to determine the 

potential applications of these surfaces. 

 

1.2 Thrombus Formation on Surfaces 

Aortic stenosis – the obstruction of the aortic valve – is a common issue for patients 

with heart disease.  It is often treated by implanting a mechanical or synthetic heart valve. 

This can be done through open heart surgery, but for cases where open heart surgery is 

risky a catheter fed through a blood vessel is used instead.1 For both methods, valve 

failure through thrombosis is one of the most dangerous complications resulting from the 

surgery.  If a thrombus forms on the leaflet of the valve, it can interfere with the movement 

of the leaflet, preventing it from opening or closing properly.1–3  Also, the forces exerted 

by the leaflets on the blood and its components tend to damage the platelets and blood 

cells, further promoting thrombosis.4,5  When red blood cells are exposed to shear forces, 

they change shape, becoming ellipsoidal.  Eventually, if the Reynold’s shear stress 

reaches a range of 150-400 N/m2 the cell membrane of a red blood cell will tear and their 

contents will lyse into the bloodstream.4  Viscous shear stress in excess of only 10 N/m2, 

a level typically reached in the flow fields around valve leaflets, is known to cause damage 

to the platelets, exposing a part of glycoprotein IIb/IIIa.4–6  This protein binds to fibrinogen, 

which in turn binds with either other platelets or collagen in the wall of a blood vessel.7,8  
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Platelets damaged by shear forces will aggregate in this way to form clots, and unlike 

other methods of clot formation this cannot be treated with aspirin.6 

Dual antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) is a common method for preventing and treating 

thrombosis.  Patients are given aspirin and an anti-clotting drug, typically a drug that 

inhibit the production of P2Y12 – a protein found on the surfaces of platelets that regulates 

blood clotting.6  This treatment is often continued for years, but studies have shown no 

significant reduction in mortality or thrombosis for long term treatment compared to short 

term therapy of approximately 6 months or a regimen of aspirin.  DAPT does not work for 

patients who are resistant to either aspirin or the blood thinning medications, and the use 

of the blood thinners increases a patient’s risk of bleeding from other injuries.  Additionally, 

clinical studies have found that it is difficult to confirm that patients are sticking to their 

medication regimens over longer periods of time.9 

Thrombosis is associated with stent revascularization, a complication where 

vascular cells grow around the stent and constrict the flow of blood through the stent. This 

condition can occur with both drug-eluting stents and bare-metal stents.  Recent research 

has focused on reducing the incidence of thrombosis in stents.  Early stents - which were 

implanted through a vein and expanded - were made only of untreated metal and caused 

complications including artery occlusion and scar tissue formation in addition to 

thrombosis.10  In response to these complications drug-eluting stents started to be 

developed. The first drug-eluting stents were coated with antibiotics, which were shown 

to reduce restenosis and revascularization around the implant area.10,11  Clinical trials 

have shown that drug-eluting stents reduce restenosis and revascularization compared 

to untreated metal stents, but do not affect rates of long term thrombosis.12  Additionally, 
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the rates of myocardial infarction deaths are unchanged between drug-eluting stents and 

bare metal stents.12  Allergic reactions or sensitivity to the drug coatings have also caused 

myocardial infarctions, rejection, or death in some patients.12  Analysis of the clinical trials 

has indicated that blood thinning medications or dual antiplatelet therapy, such as 

clopidogrel, should be taken continually after implantation of the stents.  Without these 

medications, the risk of late stent thrombosis is comparable to that of bare metal 

stents.12,13  Current research is focused on improving drug eluting stents to reduce the 

risk of late thrombosis and death further, but so far no approach has eliminated the need 

for dual antiplatelet therapy.10,12,14 

Additionally, thrombosis formation can be caused by poor stent design, incomplete 

endothelialization of the stent once implanted, or an allergic reaction to a drug or coating 

on a stent.  Patients with diabetes, renal issues, or those who do not respond well to blood 

thinners and anti-inflammatory medications are also at a higher risk of thrombosis 

formation.9  Analysis of clinical trials has shown no significant difference between drug-

eluting stents and other stents in preventing thrombosis formation.9,10,14  Drug-eluting 

stents have helped reduce incidences of restenosis and acute vessel closure, which is 

why they are commonly used today.10  Additionally, trials are being done to investigate 

biodegradable polymers for use in stents and alternate methods for drug delivering.15–17  

Results have shown that these stents perform around as well as biodegradable stents, 

but they are still far from being approved for widespread clinical use.18 Another 

occurrence with which thrombosis is associated is heart disease.  The propensity of 

thrombosis to cause heart disease is a major challenge for treatment, and is a common 

medical condition which can lead to heart attacks in patients.9  Artificial heart valves are 
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commonly used to treat cases of heart disease.  Because the structure of the heart valve 

has been extensively studied to inform the design of artificial heart valves – both 

mechanical and tissue-based – it is important to discuss the composition of a human heart 

valve.   

Endocardial cells make up the outer layer of heart valves.7  These cells form a 

barrier over the interstitial cells, and their surface is not thrombogenic.  Much of the 

research into prosthetic valves has focused replicating this property of the endocardial 

surface, but so far there has not been a successful method for reducing thrombosis to the 

level of the natural heart valve.  These endocardial cells also envelop the extra-cellular 

matrix of the valve leaflets, giving the leaflets their structure.7  This extra-cellular matrix 

consist of collagen, elastin, and various proteoglycans.7  Bundles of collagen fibers called 

fibrosa run through the leaflets and are what enable the leaflets to open and close.7  The 

ventricularis layer is mainly composed of elastin and serves to maintain flexibility and the 

structure of the valve leaflets while they open and close.7  Between the fibrosa and 

ventricularis is a layer called the spongiosa, which is composed of proteoglycans with 

some collagen fibers dispersed throughout.  The proteoglycan matrix absorbs water, 

forming a gel that is able to absorb compressive stresses exerted on the leaflets by the 

flow of blood and the movement of the valves.7  It also allows the fibrosa and ventricularis 

layers to shear across each other without sustaining damage.7  The spongiosa layer also 

keeps the leaflet hydrated, which is important for maintaining flexibility in the leaflets.7 

A heart valve also contains interstitial cells which are long cells that form a connected, 

three-dimensional matrix in the valve.7  Some of these interstitial cells secrete fibroblasts 

into the valve to maintain its integrity and repair damage to the valves.7  Other interstitial 
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cells can contract similar to smooth muscle cells to resist the hemodynamic pressures on 

the valve.7  The interstitial cells are important because they transmit signals from 

mechanical forces on the extra-cellular matrix to other cells in the heart valve, signaling 

needs for repair and cell differentiation.7 

After implantation of a heart valve, complication can arise which will reduce the 

effectiveness of the treatment.  Valvular stenosis is a common complication where 

platelets aggregate around the valve and narrow the path through which blood can flow.7  

Additionally, depending on where the platelets aggregate, they can cause a disease 

called valvar insufficiency where the leaflets of the valve do not completely close and seal 

properly, resulting of some backflow of the blood.  Currently there is not a permanent way 

to prevent these complications.  Most patients who receive heart valve are placed on a 

regimen of anticoagulant medications for the rest of their lives in order to prevent platelet 

aggregation.  If the valves fail or are rejected by the immune system, the only option is 

surgical replacement of the valve. 

 

1.3 Bacterial Adhesion to Surfaces 

Bacterial adhesion occurs in three stages.  The adhesion forces are typically 

analyzed as Van der Waals forces between the cell walls of the bacterium and whatever 

surface it is contacting.19  Negatively charged surfaces have been shown to reduce 

adhesion of bacteria, as the cell walls of bacteria are negatively charged under common 

environmental conditions.20–22  Positively charged surfaces are shown to generally 

increase adhesion, but it has also been found that bacterial growth is slowed on these 

surfaces.20,23–26  Initially, bacterial adhesion is characterized by the interactions between 
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a single bacterium and the surface.  At this point, any attachment is reversible through 

cleaning or adjustments of environmental factors, such as the pH of the surface.24  Once 

the bacterium contact the surface, the next stage of attachment binds the bacterium to 

the surface through the pili or other structures on the bacteria.  The rate at which the 

binding occurs is again dependent on environmental factors, and is somewhat reversible 

depending on the environmental conditions.19,26  This stage is characterized by 

aggregation of bacteria into colonies which will continue to grow on the surface.  If left 

alone, these colonies will eventually form a biofilm, which is a three-dimensional colony 

with a protective covering of peptidoglycans.27  At this stage the bacterial colony is difficult 

to dislodge from the surface.  Materials with surface free energies below 30 mN/m have 

been shown to reduce adhesion of bacteria, and that generally materials with more 

hydrophilicity increase the adhesion of bacteria, though the relationship is not exact.24,27  

Surface texture has also been shown to affect bacteria adhesion depending on the size 

of the textures.  Textures larger than the bacteria have been shown to promote adhesion, 

as the bacteria can fit in between the features and end up protected by the roughness.24,27  

If the roughness scale is smaller than the bacteria, however, it has been shown that 

adhesion is reduced.19,27  Additionally, increasing the thickness of a surface coating has 

been shown to reduce adhesion up to approximately 100 µm.19  Materials with reduced 

Young’s moduli have also been shown to reduce bacterial adhesion.19 

If a biofilm does form on the surface, it can cause a serious infection.  In the 

process of creating a biofilm the bacteria create an extracellular matrix that protects the 

bacteria and blocks antibiotics.27 This makes these infections difficult to combat.  

Infectious bacteria fall into two categories: gram-positive and gram-negative.19,22,27,28  
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Gram-negative bacteria are known for their drug resistance and have been developing 

resistance to antibiotics.22,28  Common gram-negative bacteria include Escherichia coli 

and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the latter of which is commonly studied because of its 

prevalence and common infection associations.28  Bacteria are characterized as either 

gram-positive or gram-negative by using the gram staining test. 

Gram staining uses a violet stain and an iodine solution to stain the peptidoglycan 

in the cell membranes of bacteria.20  Gram-positive will retain the violet stain under 

fluorescence microscopy due to their relatively thick cell membranes.19,20  Gram-negative 

bacteria have thinner cell membranes, and so will not retain the stain due to the reduced 

amount of peptidoglycan present.20  Often a secondary stain, which binds less strongly 

than the violet stain, is used to check for gram-negative bacteria.20  The secondary stain 

will be too weak to displace the initial stain but will bind to the gram-negative bacteria, so 

they will appear to be a different color than violet under fluorescence microscopy, while 

the gram-positive bacteria will appear unchanged.19,20 

The earliest strategies for combating bacterial infections involved the use of 

antibiotics or antibacterial medals.  Antibiotics are effective, but their overuse has been 

shown to increase bacterial resistance, reducing their future effectiveness.19,29  Copper, 

molybdenum, and silver have been shown to have antibacterial properties, as their ions 

will kill bacteria.27  Eventually all the ions will diffuse from the material and it will no longer 

be antibacterial, so these materials are not effective long term.  Titanium oxide has been 

shown to kill bacteria when activated by UV light.19,29  Current research is focused on 

methods to activate titanium and other photocatalytic materials through other methods 

than UV light.19  
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1.4 Surface Wetting and Superhydrophobic Surfaces 

Hydrophobicity and hydrophilicity are characterized by the contact angle: the angle 

drawn from a surface through a water droplet to the droplet’s edge.  If the angle is greater 

than 90° the surface is hydrophobic, and if the angle is less than 90° the surface is 

hydrophilic.  Superhydrophobic surfaces have been defined as those with contact angles 

greater than 150° and roll-off angles below 10°.  Superhydrophobic surfaces have been 

researched for a variety of uses, including water-repellent fabrics, ice-resistant surfaces, 

and specialized assay papers.  For medical devices, these surfaces are of interest 

because of their ability to minimize contact with bodily fluids, such as blood, with the idea 

that minimizing contact with the fluids will reduce immune responses that can lead to 

device rejection.   

 Contact between a liquid and a surface takes two forms – the Wenzel state, where 

the liquid spreads out across the surface, and the Cassie-Baxter state, where a layer of 

air sits between the liquid and parts of the surface.30,31  This happens because the overall 

system wants to be in the state with the lowest free energy.  Liquids with lower surface 

tensions tend to spread out across surfaces, while materials with low solid surface 

energies tend to cause droplets to bead up.  The combination of the solid surface energy 

and liquid surface tension will determine whether a particular solid and liquid will be in the 

Cassie-Baxter and Wenzel states.   

Superhydrophobic surfaces are generally defined as surfaces with contact angles 

greater than 150° and roll-off angles below 10°.32  Superhydrophobicity is only possible 

in the Cassie-Baxter state, as the maximum contact angle possible for the Wenzel state 

has been shown to be about 120°.  For a surface to be superhydrophobic it needs to have 
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a low solid surface energy – to encourage water to bead up into droplets – and surface 

roughness.  On a perfectly flat surface it would not be possible to have the air pockets 

between the droplet and the surface that are characteristic of the Cassie-Baxter state. 

Much of the research into superhydrophobic surfaces was inspired by Barthlott et al’s 

work on lotus leaves.33–35  They found that the combination of epicuticular wax secreted 

by the leaves and the tiny bumps on the order of nanometers that make up the leaves’ 

surfaces allow water droplets to easily roll across the leaves.33  As the droplets roll they 

pick up any dirt, dust, microorganisms, or other molecules that have attached to the 

leaves and carry them away, cleaning the leaves.33–35  This allows the plant cells to be 

exposed to sunlight instead of being blocked by surface contaminants, ensuring the lotus 

plants can continue to grow.   

  Many applications have been suggested for superhydrophobic surfaces.  Some 

surfaces that can transition between the Wenzel and Cassie-Baxter states through the 

application of an electric current.36  The electric current changes the solid surface energy 

of the material, resulting in a surface that can be both hydrophilic and superhydrophobic.  

These surfaces are being investigated to make miniaturized labs, which would be able to 

use small amounts of chemicals and reagents to perform lab tests with minimal waste.  

These would have a wide application in the medical field, as blood tests, for example, 

could be done accurately with only a few drops of blood.  The ability to control the 

superhydrophobicity of a surface can also be used to transfer droplets between surfaces 

without contamination – the superhydrophobicity can be turned off to pick up and move a 

droplet, and then can be reapplied to remove the droplet from the surface.  Other 

applications include reducing the buildup of water turbine blades and steam engines, 
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increasing their efficiency.36  Researchers have also created miniaturized engines and 

generators that use surface tension to generate electricity or mechanical energy, typically 

using a surface attached to a spring.  As the surface changes between hydrophilicity and 

hydrophobicity, the surface is attracted to a fluid through capillary forces.  The spring is 

extended and retracted, generating the electricity.  Superhydrophobic fabrics have been 

created that repel stains as well, which can be used for protective suits and clothes.36  

Transparent superhydrophobic surfaces have been created by making sure the features 

on the surface are smaller than the wavelengths of light – allowing the light to pass 

through.36  These can be used to coat and create self-cleaning solar panels and other 

surface that need to remain unobstructed but transparent to light.36  This allows these 

surfaces to mimic the lotus leaf, and once applied the surfaces can retain the self-cleaning 

function as long as they remain undamaged.  For all superhydrophobic applications, any 

damage to the features that create the surface roughness will reduce the effectiveness, 

as the roughness is necessary for any water droplet to be in the Cassie-Baxter state.  

Solar panels and similar surfaces that require little handling are thus ideal candidates for 

this application because they can be left alone and remain undamaged.  

Superhydrophobic silver surfaces have been created which can function as mirrors 

because of their reflectivity, but are easily damaged.36,37  The surface roughness 

necessary to induce superhydrophobicity makes reflecting light difficult, so research to 

create reflective superhydrophobic surfaces from other materials is still ongoing.36,37  The 

self-cleaning properties of superhydrophobic surfaces can also be used for any 

applications which require a surface to be submerged.  Research has shown that 

superhydrophobic surfaces reduce the attachment of marine organisms, which is useful 
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for underwater pipes and the hulls of ships.36  Many coatings currently used to reduce the 

fouling of ships are toxic to wildlife, whereas there are non-toxic superhydrophobic 

coatings, which is an additional benefit.36  Superhydrophobic coatings also work within 

pipes, reducing the drag forces within the pipes and allowing water to flow more easily.36  

The main challenge facing any application of superhydrophobic surfaces is, as mentioned 

before, the ease with which these surfaces can be damaged.  Nanoscale features can be 

destroyed with low amounts of force, and once damaged the features are difficult to repair.  

Currently researchers are looking into ways both to strengthen the features on 

superhydrophobic surfaces and create self-repairing surfaces, but so far no long term 

solution has been developed.   

 The research presented here evaluates the potential of superhydrophobic and 

superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays as surfaces to reduce thrombosis formation 

and bacterial adhesion.  The fabrication titania nanotube arrays through electrochemical 

etching and anodization has been well-documented.38–40  Superhemophobicity was 

induced by modifying the titania nanotube arrays with different silanes using chemical 

vapor deposition.  The titania nanotube arrays were characterized using scanning 

electron microscopy (SEM), XPS, GAXRD, and both water and blood contact angle 

goniometry.  The adsorption of human fibrinogen and albumin onto the surfaces were 

measured, along with the adhesion of platelets and leukocytes.  The activation of platelets 

on the titania nanotube arrays was investigated using SEM.  The adsorption of 

hemoglobin from whole human blood onto the surfaces was measured as well.  The 

adhesion, morphology, and biofilm formation of S. aureus (gram-positive) and P.  
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aeruginosa (gram-negative) bacteria on the surfaces was measured using SEM and 

live/dead staining with fluorescence microscopy.   
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CHAPTER 2 

 

FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF TITANIA NANOTUBE ARRAYS 

 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

2.1.1 Titanium as a Biomaterial 

Significant use of titanium alloys started with artificial joints.  Titanium alloys 

combined with ultra-high-molecular-weight polyurethane were commonly used to replace 

knee and hip joints, but the polyurethane wore out quickly due to the friction from the 

titanium.1,2 Other materials used for joint replacement either caused patients pain over 

long term use (alumina and steel) or had poor biocompatibility (cobalt based alloys).1,3–5  

In particular, metals such as cobalt would corrode and release ions when implanted in the 

body, and these ions proved to be toxic to the surrounding tissues.1,6  Titanium exhibits 

strong corrosion resistance, and readily forms alloys with zirconium and niobium which 

improve its corrosion resistance.4,5  These alloys also form oxide layers, which creates 

an inert surface on the titanium that minimizes interactions with the surrounding tissues.  

Titanium has been found to have strong wear resistance, and while its elastic modulus is 

lower than common steel alloys, this was found to be beneficial as it reduces stress 

shielding.1,3,5,6  The titanium alloys were found to transfer more body weight to adjacent 

bones, reducing bone density loss.1  Titanium alloys will still fail from fatigue over long 

periods of time however, so titanium is most commonly used in applications with lower 

stresses than joint replacements, such as plates, nails, heart valves, and stents.1,6,7 
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2.1.2 Surface Modification of Titania 

Nanoscale topographies have been investigated for their ability to improve 

biocompatibility.  Researchers have investigated nanoscale pores, fibers, wires, particles, 

hydrogels, and arrays of tubes.8  Nanotube arrays can readily be formed on titania through 

chemical etching and oxidation, and these arrays have been shown to have improved 

biocompatibility.8  Previous studies have shown that titania nanotube arrays exhibit 

greater endothelialization and osseointegration, increased cell growth and deposition, 

improved hemocompatibility, and reduced thrombogenicity.9–11  Other studies have 

looked into methods for using nanotube arrays for drug delivery, either to reduce the 

incidence of infections or to encourage implant acceptance and integration with the 

body.8,12  

There are three main methods for manufacturing titania nanotube arrays.  

Templates in which titania can be deposited have been used to form nanotube arrays, 

after which the template can be removed using solvents.8  The first nanotubes generated 

using this method were created using anodic aluminum oxide with uniform pores to create 

a polymer template.8,13  The titanium oxide was then deposited on the polymer, which 

was removed with acetone to create the nanotube arrays with outer diameters of 

approximately 150 nm and thicknesses of about 50 nm.13  Later researchers were able to 

create titania nanotube arrays using a zinc oxide template instead of aluminum.  These 

were easier to manufacture because the template could be removed during the deposition 

of the titanium oxide if it was done with liquid phase deposition, and gel-like nanotube 

arrays could also be generated using this method.13  The nanotubes created through this 

method, however, have closed ends – meaning they cannot be used for drug delivery – 
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and there is not a way for their length to be controlled.13  Because of this, negative 

templates were developed which allowed researchers to control the length of the 

nanotube arrays.  These templates were able to generate uniform nanotube arrays with 

diameters ranging between 100-200 nm, but the size was limited by the pore size of the 

materials used to create the templates.13  This method could not create nanotubes with 

smaller diameters, and again could only create nanotubes with closed ends.13 

 Electrochemical anodization is also commonly used to grow titania nanotubes 

from a titania base.8,13  In this process, titanium oxide is the anode while a platinum sheet 

functions as a cathode.  When a voltage, typically between 20-60 V, is applied to these 

metals in the presence of an electrolyte containing fluorine, nanotube arrays will grow on 

the surface of the titanium oxide.8  The chemical process that generates these nanotube 

arrays is controlled by the following two equations.8 

Ti	 + 	2H2O	 → 	TiO2	 + 	4H +	+	4e − 

TiO2 + 4H+ + 6F- → [TiF6]2 + 2H2O 

Nanotube arrays created through anodization have been shown to have uniform 

orientation without requiring any extra effort to create this uniformity.8  Additionally, the 

size and geometry of the nanotube arrays can be varied by adjusting the contents of the 

electrolyte or the voltage applied during the anodization.8  This means that nanotube 

arrays with a range of characteristics can be created relatively easily, making this a 

commonly used process for generating nanotube arrays.  The nanotube arrays created 

using anodization must be annealed after generation to transform the initial amorphous 

crystal structure into anatase and rutile phases.8  A disadvantage of this need for 

annealing is that the temperatures needed to properly anneal the nanotube arrays can 
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damage the nanotubes if not properly controlled, which adds to the inherent fragility of 

the nanotube arrays.8 

Nanotube arrays can also be formed through a hydrothermal process where titania 

powders are mixed in a sodium hydroxide solution and heating the mixture to at least 

110°C.8  The sodium hydroxide breaks the bonds between the titanium and oxygen, and 

then when the mixture is washed with hydrochloric acid the sodium is removed and titania 

nanotube arrays are formed.8  This method has been used to create nanotubes with very 

small diameters – below 10 nm – in a tightly packed array.8  Additionally, the hydrochloric 

acid wash has been found to remove impurities in the nanotube arrays, resulting in 

nanotubes made of nearly pure titanium oxide.8  However, the resulting nanotube arrays 

are not highly ordered like the ones created through electrochemical anodization.8      

 

2.1.3 Silanization 

Silanes are a class of molecules that contain silicon atoms saturated with other 

atoms, typically hydrogen, the simplest being SiH4.  They are widely used to modify 

surfaces because of their ability to covalently bond with metals, glass, and ceramics.  

Silanes can change how a surface holds a charge, how it adheres to other materials, and 

how it interacts with liquids.  This last modification has been investigated by many 

research teams because silanes can be used to alter the surface energy while remaining 

inert under many conditions.   

Superhydrophobic surfaces have been found to reduce the adhesion of some 

bacteria compared to hydrophilic and hydrophobic surfaces.14,15  The bacteria that did 

adhere to the superhydrophobic surfaces were also easily removed through rinsing.15  
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Other silanized superhydrophobic surfaces were shown to have reduced absorption of 

fibrinogen and albumin, which in turn reduced the adhesion of bacteria that bind to those 

proteins.14  Silanized titania nanotube arrays have been shown to reduce platelet 

aggregation as well.16  Other silanized titanium surfaces were shown to improve titanium’s 

corrosion resistance due to the reduced attachment of the bacteria that cause the 

corrosion.17 

 

2.2. Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Fabrication of Superhemophobic Titania Nanotube Arrays 

Titania nanotube arrays were fabricated from titanium sheets (0.1 cm thick) cut 

into 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm squares.  The titanium substrates were first cleaned in acetone using 

a sonicator for 7 mins.  They were then rinsed with M90 detergent and cleaned with 

isopropyl alcohol in a sonicator for 3 mins.  The titania nanotube arrays were fabricated 

using the anodization process described elsewhere.18–22  The electrolyte used for 

anodization was composed of 95% v/v diethylene glycol (DEG, Alfa) and 2% v/v 

hydrofluoric acid (HF, Alfa) by volume in de-inoized (DI) water.  The titanium sheet was 

used as the anode and platinum foil was used as the cathode.  The anodization was done 

for 24 hrs at 60 V.  After anodization, the titania nanotube arrays were rinsed three times 

with DI water, dried with nitrogen gas, and annealed for 3 hrs at 530°C with a ramp rate 

of 15°C in ambient oxygen.  The titania nanotube arrays (and unmodified titanium) were 

further cut into 0.5 cm X 0.5 cm which were used for all subsequent studies. 

 Superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays were fabricated by modifying the 

surface using chemical vapor deposition.  Prior to surface modification, titania nanotube 
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arrays were etched in plasma atmosphere at 200 V in 10 cm3/min of oxygen gas for 10 

mins.  The titania nanotube arrays were placed on a hot plate next to a glass slide with 

100-120 µl of either octadecyltrichlorosilane (referred to as S1, Gelest) or 

(heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrodecyl)trichlorosilane (referred to as S2, Gelest).  

These silanes were chosen in order to have an examples from two classes of silanes – 

alkyl-silanes and fluoro-silanes. The titania nanotube arrays and glass slide were covered 

with a glass bowl, and heated for 1 hr at 120°C.  The superhemophobic titania nanotube 

arrays were then rinsed with DI water, dried and stored in desiccator until further use.   

Superhydrophilic titania nanotube arrays were fabricated by binding poly-ethylene 

glycol to the nanotube surfaces.  As with the superhydrophobic arrays, the titania 

nanotube arrays were first etched with plasma at 200 V in 10 cm3/min of oxygen gas for 

10 mins.  The titania nanotube arrays were places in plastic petri dishes and covered with 

enough 2-[methoxy(polyethyleneoxy)propyl]trimethoxysilane (referred to as S2, Gelest), 

approximately 200 µl.   

The characterization results for the substrates used for the hemocompatibility 

studies (Chapter 3) and the bacteria adhesion studies (Chapter 4) are both presented 

here. The following nomenclature will be used in this chapter for the substrates: 

unmodified titanium (referred to as Ti), unmodified titania nanotube arrays (referred to as 

NT), titania nanotube arrays coated with the two superhemophobic silanes (referred to as 

NT-S1 and NT-S2), and the superhydrophilic titania nanotube arrays (referred to as NT-

S3).  Prior to all the biological experiments, the substrates were sterilized.  They were 

incubated in ethanol for 30 mins, followed by rinsing with DI water. 
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2.2.2 Characterization of Titania Nanotube Arrays 

 The surface morphology was characterized using a field emission scanning 

electron microscope (SEM, JEOL JSM-6500).  All surfaces were coated with a 10 nm 

layer of gold prior to imaging and imaged at 15 kV.20,22–24  The average nanotube diameter 

was measured using ImageJ.   

 The hemophobicity and hydrophobicity were characterized by measuring the 

contact angle of whole blood on different surfaces.  An approximately 10 µl droplet of 

blood or 20 µl droplet of water was formed on the tip of a syringe and lowered until it 

contacted and detached onto the surface.  An image of the droplet was taken using a 

goniometer (Ramé-Hart Model 250) connected to a camera.23  Images were captured 

within 5 secs of contact between the droplet and the surface.  Images for advancing and 

receding contact angles were also taken by slowly adding and removing water from the 

droplet, and roll off angles were acquired by placing a droplet on the surface and tilting 

the goniometer.  The images were analyzed using the goniometer software to measure 

the contact angles.  

 The surface chemistry was characterized using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy 

(XPS).  Scans were taken for all four substrates.  Survey spectra were collected from 0 

to 1100 eV with a pass energy of 187.85 eV.  High resolution spectra were collected for 

titanium and oxygen using a pass energy of 10 eV.  Surface elemental composition was 

calculated using peak fit analysis in the Multipack software.25   

 The presence of anatase and rutile crystal phases on different substrates was 

detected through GAXRD (Bruker D8).18  XRD scans were collected at θ=1.5° and 2θ 

ranges were chosen based on significant peak intensities.  Detector scans were run at a 
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step size of 0.01 with a time per step of 1 sec.  Peaks were filtered and correlated to 

crystal structures using DIFFRACT.EVA software. 

 

2.3 Results and Discussion 

2.3.1 Characterization of Titania Nanotube Arrays 

SEM was used to characterize surface morphology of titania nanotube arrays. The 

results indicate that vertically oriented and uniformly distributed titania nanotube arrays 

with an average diameter of 155.9 nm (Figure 2.3.1).  The nanotube arrays were further 

modified with S1 and S2 to make them superhemophobic. The results indicate no visible 

changes in the morphology of the nanotube arrays after modification, however, the 

average diameter increased to 167.2 nm for NT-S1 (p≤0.05) and 169.8 nm for NT-S2 

(p≤0.05) (Figure 2.3.2).  The diameter increase was expected as the silanes are 

deposited on the outside walls of the titania nanotube arrays.  
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Figure 2.3.1: SEM images of titania nanotube arrays fabricated by anodization and 
modified using chemical vapor deposition. 
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Figure 2.3.2: Average diameter of titania nanotube arrays before and after modification. 
The average diameters for NT were smaller than NT-S1 or NT-S2 diameters (p≤0.05). 
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The titania nanotube arrays used for the bacteria studies (NT-S2 and NT-S3) were 

found to have an average inner diameter of 150 nm, were vertically oriented, and were 

uniformly distributed across the titania surface (Figure 2.3.3 and 2.3.4).  After 

modification with S1 and S2, the average inner diameter of the nanotube decreased to 

140 nm (p≤0.05) and (p≤0.05) 147 nm respectively (Figure 2.3.4).  The orientation and 

distribution of the silanized nanotubes remained unchanged, as expected (Figure 2.3.3).  

The average wall thickness of the nanotube arrays also increased after modification, 

going from 27 nm (NT) to 33 nm (NT-S3) (p≤0.05) and 38 nm (NT-S2) (p≤0.05).  This 

change was expected due to the bonding of the silanes with the titania surface. 
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Figure 2.3.3: SEM images of titania nanotube arrays 
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Figure 2.3.4: Average inner diameter and thickness of titania nanotube arrays 

 

Contact angle goniometry was used to characterize the surface hemophobicity. 

The results indicate a static contact angle of 61° for Ti, 28° for NT, 154° for NT-S1, and 

157° for NT-S2 (Figure 2.3.5). The contact angle measurements for NT-S1 and NT-S2 

were significantly higher than Ti and NT (p<0.05) (Figure 2.3.5).  The roll off angles were 

measured as 16° for NT-S1 and 9° for NT-S2, while the blood did not roll off the Ti or NT 

surfaces.  A contact angle greater than 150° and roll off angle less than 10° indicates that 

a surface is superhemophobic. This means that the NT-S2 is the most superhemophobic, 

followed by NT-S1.  A droplet on a textured surface will enter either the Wenzel state or 

the Cassie-Baxter state.  The Wenzel state is where the droplet spreads throughout the 

surface features, completely wetting the surface.16  This state is expected for Ti and NT.  

The Cassie-Baxter state is when air pockets remain among the surfaces features, leading 
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to the droplet being suspended above the surface.  The Cassie-Baxter state is 

characterized by high contact angles due to the reduced contact between the droplet and 

surface due to the presence of the air pockets.  This state is expected for NT-S1 and NT-

S2. We hypothesize that by minimizing the contact between blood and a surface we can 

reduce the formation of clots.  

 

Figure 2.3.5: Average whole blood contact angles for different surfaces.  The contact 
angles for NT-S1 and NT-S2 are significantly higher than that for Ti and NT (p≤0.05) 
 

 For the substrates used in the bacteria studies, the results indicate an approximate 

Young’s contact angle of 75° for Ti, 26° for NT, 164° for NT-S2, and 7° for NT-S3 (Figure 

2.3.6).  The contact angles for all the substrates were significantly different from each 

other (p<0.05).  Additionally, the average roll-off angle for NT-S2 was measured as 8°, 

while the NT and NT-S3 substrates did not have roll-off angles.  The water droplets did 
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not roll-off the Ti substrates until the tilt angle on the goniometer reached the receding 

angle for the substrate, at which point the droplet slid on the surface.  The NT-S1 

substrates can be considered superhydrophobic as they exhibit contact angles greater 

than 150° with a roll-off angle under 10°. 

 

Figure 2.3.6: Advancing, receding, and estimated Young’s contact angle for water on 
different titania surfaces 
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XPS was used to characterize the surface chemistry of different substrates.  XPS 

will show the relative compositions of different elements on the surface of a material.  The 

results indicate O1s, Ti2p3/2, and C1s peaks present on all four surfaces (Figure 2.3.7).  

The C1s peak was present on Ti because contamination in the XPS chamber and some 

trace amounts of carbon present on the Ti surface.  The C1s peak was reduced on NT 

because of the electrochemical etching and oxidation process.  Further, the C1s peak 

increased for both NT-S1 and NT-S2 since the silanes contain significant amounts of 

carbon.  Similarly, the Ti2p3/2 peak is present on Ti, and the peak increases on NT 

because of the anodization process exposing a higher amount of titanium.  After 

silanization, the Ti2p3/2 peak decreased for both NT-S1 and NT-S2.  Additionally, Si1s 

peaks are present on both NT-S1 and NT-S2 since both the silanes contain silicon, along 

with a F1s peak on NT-S2 since S2 contains fluorine (Figure 2.3.7). The Ti2p peak 

decreases after silanization because the silanes are deposited on the surfaces, reducing 

the relative composition of titanium on the surface.  
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Figure 2.3.7: XPS survey scans for Ti, NT, NT-S1, and NT-S2 surfaces 
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 For the substrates used in the bacteria studies, O1s, Ti2p3/2, and C1s peaks were 

present on all surfaces (Figure 2.3.8).  The NT samples showed a lower C1s peak than 

Ti because the anodization and etching process removes some of the carbon naturally 

present on the surface.  The NT-S2 and NT-S3 samples then had higher C1s peaks than 

the NT samples because the silanes contain carbon and had bonded to the titania 

nanotube arrays.  The NT-S2 samples also had a large fluorine peak along with a C-F 

peak due to the fluorinated silane used on the samples.  The presence of these peaks 

confirms that the silanes were successfully deposited on the titania nanotube arrays. 

 

Figure 2.3.8: XPS survey and carbon scans Ti, NT, NT-S2, and NT-S3 surfaces 

 

GAXRD was used to characterize the crystal structures on different surfaces.  NT, 

NT-S1, and NT-S2 all have anatase and rutile crystal phases that are not present on Ti 

(Figure 2.3.9).  These crystal phases are formed during the annealing process for the 

surfaces.  The rutile phases are the most stable phase, but previous work has shown that 

a higher presence of rutile phases will cause the nanotube arrays to fall apart.18 The 

anatase crystal structures have been shown to be metastable compared to rutile phase 

crystals, and to be biocompatible, which is important for this application.26,27  However, 
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the crystal structure does not differ between the NT, NT-S1, and NT-S2 surfaces.  The 

results indicate that the silanization does not affect the crystal structure of the titania 

nanotube arrays. 

 

Figure 2.3.9: XRD scans for Ti, NT, NT-S1, and NT-S2 surfaces. 

 

For the substrates used in the bacteria studies, the titania nanotube arrays 

exhibit anatase and rutile crustal structures which are not present on the unmodified 

titania surfaces (Figure 2.3.10).  These crystal phases are the result of the anodization, 

etching, and annealing process which forms the nanotube arrays.  The crystal phases 

were unchanged between the silanized and uncoated titania nanotube arrays, indicating 
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that the silanization process does not affect the underlying crystal structure of the 

nanotube arrays. 

 

Figure 2.3.10: GAXRD scans for titanium and nanotube array samples. 
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2.4 Conclusion 

 Titanium is commonly used as a biomaterial due to its resistance to wear and 

corrosion, biocompatibility, and versatility.  Significant research has gone into modifying 

the surface of titanium in order to further improve its biocompatibility.  Cellular responses 

have been shown to change based on the material properties, topography, and surface 

chemistry of titanium.  Superhydrophobic surfaces and titania nanotube arrays have both 

been shown to improve some aspects of biocompatibility.  This research investigated the 

surface chemistry and characteristics of two superhydrophobic titania arrays.  The 

nanotube arrays were fabricated using an electrochemical etching and anodization 

technique with a water based, diethylene glycol and hydrofluoric acid electrolyte.  The 

resulting titania nanotube arrays were cleaned and annealed at 530° C.  The titania 

nanotube arrays were then etched with atmospheric oxygen plasma and coated with 

silanes using both chemical vapor and liquid deposition techniques.  The SEM images 

showed that the titania nanotube arrays were highly ordered and vertically oriented.  The 

silanized nanotubes were found to be superhydrophobic when the alkane or fluorinated 

silanes were used, and superhydrophilic when the trimethoxylsilane was used.  Chemical 

bonding of the silanes was confirmed using XPS spectra.  The XRD data showed that the 

underlying crystal structure of the titania nanotube arrays was unchanged by the 

silanization process, indicating that the underlying mechanical properties are unchanged.  

The results show the characteristics of the titania nanotube arrays are consistent with 

previous studies and may improve biocompatibility. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HEMOCOMPATIBILITY OF TITANIA NANOTUBE ARRAYS 

 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Materials that come into contact with blood have several issues which can cause 

medical devices to fail. For example, thrombosis is a major challenge for vascular stents 

as it obstructs the flow of blood.1,2  Leaflets of artificial heart valves are also prone to 

thrombosis, preventing them from opening or closing properly.3–5  Also, the forces exerted 

by the leaflets on the blood and its components tend to damage the platelets, further 

promoting thrombosis.6,7  Catheters may be obstructed by blood clots formed on the 

material surface and are one of the leading sources for bloodstream infections.8  Due to 

complications such as these, hemocompatibility is a challenge for blood-contacting 

medical devices.  There is not a single material that is truly compatible with blood and its 

components.9  When blood contacts a material, proteins from the plasma in the blood, 

particularly fibrinogen, will begin to adsorb on the surface within a few minutes of 

contact.10  The fibrinogen will convert into fibrin, which along with other blood serum 

proteins will promote the attachment of platelets on the material surface.  After adhering, 

the platelets will begin to activate, forming a platelet-immune complex.10,11  The platelet-

immune complexes signal leukocytes to attach on the material surface as part of the 

immune response, leading to further clot formation12,13.  The clot can remain on the 

surface and grow restricting the blood flow, or it can detach from the material surface into 

the bloodstream, travelling throughout the body and potentially causing major 

complications for the patient.10,12 
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To deal with these adverse effects, patients receiving these medical devices are 

often prescribed blood thinning medications.  These medications must be continued for 

the rest of the patient’s life and increase the risks of heart failure and internal bleeding, 

and thus are not an ideal solution.  One other method employed in clinical situations is to 

pre-clot the medical device surface by exposing it to the patient’s blood prior to 

implantation.14  This method, however, can only be used for porous implants such as 

vascular grafts, so is not applicable for valves and catheters.14  Further, over time the pre-

clotted material surface will wear off, exposing the device to the same issues discussed 

previously.  Thus, there is an unmet need to prevent these complications by designing 

hemocompatible materials for blood contacting medical devices. 

 Recent studies have examined several strategies to improving material 

hemocompatibility.11,15–17  Heparin has been investigated as a coating for blood 

contacting devices, particularly for stents and catheters.18–21  It is a common blood 

thinning medication and has been shown to improve the hemocompatibility of stents by 

reducing the activation of thrombin, an enzyme that begins clot formation.19,22  However, 

because of its dense negative charge, it is also thought to initiate the intrinsic pathway of 

blood coagulation.23 Polymers modified with surface coatings, such as polyethylene 

terephthalate coated with polydopamine, have been investigated in attempts to enhance 

hemocompatibility.16,24  The addition of different coatings has been shown to reduce blood 

cell adhesion and plasma protein adsorption.17,24,25  Additionally, carbon films have been 

studied because of their biological inertness and inherent hemocompatibility.26  All these 

strategies have shown some increase in hemocompatibility, but are not effective over 

long periods of time.20  Thus, there is a need to develop material surfaces that interact 
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with blood and its components appropriately and remain hemocompatible over long time 

periods.  

 In this study, we have developed superhemophobic surfaces as a potential 

approach for enhancing the hemocompatibility of titanium based blood contacting medical 

devices.  Titanium has been shown to be biocompatible but blood clots readily form on 

titanium devices, leading to their failure.27  Superhemophobic surfaces were fabricated 

by first modifying the topography and then the chemistry of titanium surfaces.  The surface 

topography was modified by fabricating titania nanotube arrays on titanium surface.  

Previous studies have shown enhanced hemocompatibility of these titania nanotubes 

arrays.10,28  These titania nanotube arrays were further modified with alkyl and fluorinated 

silanes using a chemical vapor deposition technique to fabricate superhemophobic 

surfaces. Platelet adhesion studies on these surfaces have shown promising results, 

however, the way in which blood and its individual components interacts with these 

surfaces is not known.29  In this study, superhemophobic surfaces were characterized 

using scanning electron microscopy (SEM), contact angle goniometry, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and X-ray diffraction (XRD).  Protein adsorption, 

material surface cytotoxicity, platelet/leukocyte adhesion, platelet activation and 

hemolysis was investigated on superhemophobic surfaces.  The results presented here 

indicate improved hemocompatibility of superhemophobic surfaces when compared to 

that of control surfaces.  
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3.2 Materials and Methods 

 The following nomenclature will be used in this chapter for the substrates: 

unmodified titanium (referred to as Ti), unmodified titania nanotube arrays (referred to 

as NT), superhydrophobic titania nanotube arrays coated with octadecyltrichlorosilane 

(Gelest) (referred to as NT-S1), superhydrophobic titania nanotube arrays coated with 

(heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-tetrahydrodecyl)trichlorosilane (Gelest) (referred to as NT-S2).  

Prior to all the biological experiments, the substrates were sterilized.  They were 

incubated in ethanol for 30 mins, followed by rinsing with DI water. 

 

3.2.1 Protein Adsorption on Different Surfaces 

Protein adsorption on sterilized substrates was characterized using the process 

described elsewhere.11  Sterilized substrates were incubated in 48-well plates with 100 

µg/ml of a protein solution on a horizontal shaker plate (100 rpm) at 37°C and 5% CO2 

for 2 hrs.  The two proteins investigated were human serum albumin (Pierce 

Biotechnology) and fibrinogen (Pierce Biotechnology).  After 2 hrs of incubation, the 

protein solution was aspirated followed by 3 rinses with PBS to remove any non-adherent 

proteins. The adsorbed proteins on the surface was characterized using X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).  High resolution spectra were collected for carbon and 

nitrogen using a pass energy of 10 eV.  Peak fit analysis was done using the Multipack 

software.34 Further, the protein-adsorbed substrates were air dried and coated with a 10 

nm layer of gold and imaged at 15 kV. 
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3.2.2 Isolation of Human Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) 

Whole blood from healthy individual volunteers, acquired through venipuncture, 

was drawn into standard 6ml vacuum tubes coated with the anti-coagulant 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA).  The protocol for blood isolation from healthy 

individuals was approved by Colorado State University Institutional Review Board.  The 

first tube was discarded to account for the skin plug and locally activated platelets 

resulting from the needle insertion, following the protocol described elsewhere.10,11,33  

Whole blood was isolated by centrifuging the tubes at 150 g for 15 mins to separate the 

PRP from the red blood cells.  The PRP was then collected and pooled in a separate tube 

for further use.  All the studies discussed below were repeated at least three time with 

blood drawn from a minimum of three different healthy individuals, however, for each 

experiment the PRP was only pooled from the same donor. This is because there is 

donor-to-donor variability in the number of platelets and it is not possible to compare the 

absolute values from different donors. 

 

3.2.3 Cytotoxicity of Different Surfaces 

The cytotoxicity of the different substrates was investigated using a Cayman LDH 

assay (Cayman Chemical).  Sterilized samples were incubated with 500 µl of human PRP 

at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 2 hrs in a 48-well plate so that all the samples are completely 

immersed in PRP.  After incubation, 100 µl of the PRP was placed in a new clear 

polystyrene U-bottom 96-well plate (Greiner Bio-One).  100 µl of the LDH reaction 

solution, mixed according to the manufacturer’s instructions, was added to each well.33  

The 96-well plate was placed in an incubator at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 30 mins.  The 
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absorbance of the PRP-assay solution was then read at 490 nm using a plate reader 

(BMG Labtech).   

 

3.2.4 Cell Adhesion on Different Surfaces 

 Cell adhesion was characterized using fluorescence microscopy.  The adhered 

cells were stained using calcein-AM stain (Invitrogen).  Sterilized substrates were 

incubated in a 48-well plate with 500 µl of PRP at 37°C and 5% CO2 on a horizontal 

shaker plate at 100 rpm for 2 hrs.   After incubation, the PRP was aspirated from the 

substrates.  The substrates were rinsed 3 times with sterile PBS to remove any 

unattached platelets.  This was followed by incubating the substrates with a 2 µM calcein-

AM solution at 37°C and 5% CO2 (in PBS) for 30 mins.  The substrates were rinsed once 

more with PBS and imaged using a fluorescence microscope (Zeiss).28,32 ImageJ was 

used to calculate the cell coverage on the substrates.   

 The calcein-AM stain will stain both platelets and leukocytes green, so additional 

studies were performed to distinguish between the two cell types.  Cell adhesion was 

characterized by staining the cell cytoskeleton protein actin using rhodamine-phalloidin 

(Invitrogen).  Cell nuclei were stained with DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, 

Invitrogen).  The DAPI will stain cell nuclei blue in leukocytes, whereas the rhodamine-

phalloidin will stain the actin red in both platelets and leukocytes, thus distinguishing the 

two cell types.  Substrates were incubated in PRP using the same conditions as described 

earlier.  After incubation, the PRP was aspirated off and the substrates were rinsed twice 

in sterile PBS.  The substrates were moved to a new 48-well plate and fixed in a solution 

of 3.7% formaldehyde in PBS at room temperature for 15 mins.  The substrates were 
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rinsed twice in sterile PBS, sitting for 5 mins in PBS each time.  Next the substrates were 

moved to clean wells and submerged in a permeative of 1% Triton X in PBS for 3 

mins.10,28,32  The substrates were rinsed twice more in sterile PBS and moved to a new 

48-well plate.  200 µl of rhodamine phalloidin (actin) solution in PBS (at a concentration 

of 1:200) was added to each well.33 The substrates were incubated in this solution for 25 

mins.  Next, 21 µl of DAPI stain was added to each well and the substrates were incubated 

for 5 more mins.  The substrates were then rinsed twice in sterile PBS and imaged using 

a fluorescence microscope.  ImageJ was used to calculate the actin cell coverage and 

number of nuclei on the substrates.  

 

3.2.5 Platelet Activation on Different Surfaces 

Sterilized substrates were incubated with 500 µl of human PRP at 37°C for 2 hrs 

on a shaker plate.  The substrates were rinsed in sterile PBS to remove any unattached 

platelets.  The substrates were then incubated in a primary fixative -  a solution of 3% 

glutaraldehyde (Sigma), 0.1 M sodium cacodylate (Polysciences), and 0.1 M sucrose 

(Sigma) in DI water for 45 mins.  Then the substrates were placed in the secondary 

fixative – 0.1 M sodium cacodylate and 0.1 M sucrose in DI water – for 10 mins.  Next the 

substrates were dehydrated in consecutive solutions of ethanol – 35, 50, 70, 95, and 

100% - for 10 mins each.  The last dehydration step was to soak the solution in 

hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) (Sigma) for 10 mins.10,28,32,34 

 The substrates were coated with 10 nm of gold and imaged using SEM at 2 kV.  

The platelets were characterized into un-activated, short-dendritic, and long-dendritic 

morphologies.11  Un-activated platelets were defined to be spherical with compact central 
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bodies.  Short-dendritic platelets were defined to be partially activated with small 

dendrites extending from the bodies.  Long-dendritic platelets were defined to be fully 

activated with substantial dendrites extending from the bodies.   

 

3.2.6 Hemolysis on Different Surfaces 

Hemolysis was investigated using the process described elsewhere.11  Whole 

human blood was drawn and a 5 µl drop was placed on each sterilized substrate in a 24-

well plate.  The substrates were left alone for 15, 30, and 60 mins.  After the designated 

time, 500 µl of DI water was added to the wells.  The substrates were agitated gently on 

a horizontal shaker plate for 5 mins to dissolve any un-clotted blood, releasing the free 

hemoglobin.  The absorbance of the solution was then measured using a plate reader at 

540 nm.  

 

3.2.7 Statistical Analysis 

Protein adsorption was reconfirmed on 3 different samples of each substrate.  The 

LDH assay, calcein-AM stains, and rhodamine-phalloidin, and DAPI stains were repeated 

twice with five samples of each substrate (n = 10). SEM images for platelet activation 

were taken for six of each substrate (n = 6).  At least five images were taken for each 

sample and quantified to evaluate the level of platelet activation (n=30).  The hemolysis 

studies were repeated three times with five samples of each surface (n = 15). The 

quantitative results were analyzed using either one-way or two-way anova tests as 

appropriate.  Results were considered statistically significant with a p-value < 0.05. 
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The studies were repeated with blood drawn from a minimum of three different 

healthy individuals. The data that is presented (i.e., the arithmetic mean and standard 

deviation) is only from one donor (from a minimum of three repetitive samples of each 

surface). This is because there is donor-to-donor variability in the number of platelets and 

it is not possible to compare the absolute values from different donors. However, similar 

trends were observed for blood used from each donor, which implies the reproducibility 

of the trends observed in our experiments. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

 Hemocompatibility is a challenge for all medical devices since to date there is not 

a material that is truly compatible with blood.  Contact between a material with blood may 

lead to complications including clots forming on the material surface. These clots can 

detach, causing heart failure and strokes among other complications. Additionally, the 

clots may not detach, instead continuing to grow on the material surface causing 

inflammation and eventually leading to device failure.  Current strategies for reducing clot 

formation have significant drawbacks. In this study, we propose superhemophobic 

surfaces for enhancing hemocompatibility by modifying the material’s surface topography 

and chemistry. 

 

3.3.1 Protein Adsorption on Different Surfaces 

 Protein adsorption on different surfaces was investigated by incubating the 

surfaces in solutions of human serum albumin and human fibrinogen and using XPS to 

determine how much protein was adsorbed onto the surface (Figure 3.3.1).  Albumin is 
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a passivating protein which, when present on a surface, reduces the tendency of platelets 

to adhere on a surface.  The high-resolution C1s scans indicated three peaks: C-C, C-N, 

and N-C=O for all the substrates.  A C-F peak is present for only the NT-S2 due to the 

presence of fluorine in S2.  The N-C=O peak is the amide peak, and is the characteristic 

peak for proteins on the surface.11  The results indicate that the Ti had the highest albumin 

adsorption, followed by NT, NT-S1 and NT-S2. (Figure 3.3.1).  Previous studies have 

shown that titania nanotubes exhibit reduced protein adsorption compared to unmodified 

titanium.11  The high-resolution N1s peak, which is characteristic to proteins as it is not 

inherently present on any surface, followed similar trend as that of N-C=O peak (Figure 

3.3.1). The XPS scans of the surfaces exposed to albumin show that there was not 

significant adsorption on the NT-S1 and NT-S2 surfaces, while the albumin easily 

adsorbed onto the Ti and NT (Figure 3.3.1).  Fibrinogen is the main protein involved in 

thrombosis.  When fibrinogen adsorbs onto a surface, it allows platelets to adhere, recruit 

leukocytes, and activate, which are the initial steps in clot formation.  Fibrinogen is long 

and narrow protein, contrasting with albumin’s globular structure, so it adsorbed more on 

all surfaces as compared to albumin.  However, the fibrinogen adsorption followed similar 

trend as that of albumin adsorption with higher adsorption on Ti, followed by NT, NT-S1 

and NT-S2 (Figure 3.3.2).  Again, the XPS scans of surfaces exposed to fibrinogen that 

there was not significant adsorption on the NT-S1 and NT-S2 surfaces, while the 

fibrinogen was adsorbed onto the Ti and NT (Figure 3.3.2). 
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Figure 3.3.1: High resolution C1s and N1s scans for albumin adsorption on different 
surfaces 
 

 

Figure 3.3.2: High resolution C1s and N1s scans for albumin adsorption on different 
surfaces 
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3.3.2 Cytotoxicity of Different Surfaces 

 An LDH (lactose dehydrogenase) assay was used to investigate the cytotoxicity of 

different surfaces.  LDH is a chemical generated by cells when they are exposed to toxic 

environments.  When the cells die the LDH is released, and thus the amount of LDH can 

be measured to determine how toxic a given substrate is.  The assay catalyzes a reaction 

which uses the LDH present in a solution to create a formazan salt that absorbs at 490 

nm.  Because the amount of absorbance will be proportional to the amount of LDH 

present, the absorbance reading will indicate the cytotoxicity of the substrate.  The results 

indicate that the PRP exposed to NT-S1 and NT-S2 showed higher amounts of LDH 

present compared to Ti and NT (p<0.05) (Figure 3.3.3).  None of the substrates, however, 

caused enough LDH to be released to be considered cytotoxic.  (Note: the high 

absorbance values for LDH were due to the use of path correction feature in the 

manufacturer provided software for the plate reader). 
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Figure 3.3.3: Cytotoxicity of different surfaces measured using LDH assay. NT-S1 and 
NT-S2 have significantly higher cytotoxicity than Ti and NT (p≤0.05). 
 
 

 

3.3.3 Cell Adhesion on Different Surfaces 

 Platelet and leukocyte adhesion was investigated by fluorescence microscopy.  

Platelet adhesion has previously been shown to be reduced on titania nanotube arrays 

compared to unmodified titanium.10  It was expected that the modification of titania 

nanotube arrays with silanes would further reduce the adhesion of platelets. The results 

indicate that NT-S1 and NT-S2 had lower cell adhesion compared to Ti and NT (Figure 

3.3.4).  The percent area of adhered platelets was calculated from the fluorescence 

microscopy images (Figure 3.3.5).  Ti had the highest cell coverage, followed by NT. The 

NT-S1 and NT-S2 surfaces had lower cell coverage compared to Ti and NT (p≤0.05) 
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(Figure 3.3.5).  This result was expected because the superhydrophobicity of the NT-S1 

and NT-S2 that minimizes the contact between the PRP and surface.  Additionally, the 

reduced fibrinogen adsorption on NT-S1 and NT-S2 also will affect platelet adhesion.    

 

Figure 3.3.4: Fluorescence microscopy images of calcein-AM stained cells on different 
surfaces. 
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Figure 3.3.5: The percentage surface area covered by cells on different surfaces.  NT-
S1 and NT-S2 have significantly lower cell adhesion than Ti or NT (p≤0.05). 
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 PRP contains two types of cells – platelets and leukocytes.  However, the calcein 

stain does not distinguish between the two types of cell since it stains the cytoplasm of 

cells.  The adhesion of leukocytes and platelets was determined by staining the cells with 

rhodamine-phalloidin and DAPI, which stain cell cytoskeleton (actin) and cell nuclei 

respectively.  Since platelets do not have nucleus, the DAPI stain indicates leukocytes, 

whereas the rhodamine-phalloidin will stain both platelets and leukocytes.  The results of 

rhodamine-phalloidin stained images indicate that NT-S1 and NT-S2 had lower cell 

adhesion compared to Ti and NT (Figures 3.3.6 and 3.3.7).   However, the DAPI stained 

images indicate that Ti had fewer leukocytes compared to NT, NT-S1, and NT-S2 

(p≤0.05) (Figure 3.3.6 and 3.3.8). The higher leukocyte adhesion on titania nanotube 

arrays was likely due to the presence of nanotopography on the surface, as previous 

studies have shown that surface roughness promotes the adhesion of leukocytes.33  It 

was expected that data from the calcein stain and actin/DAPI stained samples would 

show more similarities than were found.  The discrepancies could be caused by the fact 

that depending on the day, the platelets and leukocytes contained in the PRP would differ.  

This could be addressed in future studies by pooling plasma taken from several 

volunteers.  As it is, the data showed that the superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays 

were consistently better than unmodified titanium, but were not consistently better at 

reducing platelet adhesion compared to unmodified nanotube arrays.  
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Figure 3.3.6: Fluorescence microscopy images of rhodamine-phalloidin and DAPI 
stained cells on different surfaces. 
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Figure 3.3.7: The percentage surface area covered by rhodamine-phalloidin stained 
cells on different surfaces. 
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Figure 3.3.8: Count of DAPI stained cells per µm2 on different surfaces.  Ti samples 
show significantly lower leukocyte adhesion than NT, NT-S1 and NT-S2 (p≤0.05). 
 
 

3.3.4 Platelet Activation on Different Surfaces 

 SEM was used to investigate platelet activation on different surfaces. The degree 

of platelet activation was characterized through changes in the platelet shapes, extension 

of dendrites, and aggregation.  A larger number of activated and aggregated platelets 

indicates a greater propensity for thrombosis.  The SEM images were also used to count 

the number of un-activated, partially activated, and fully activated platelets.  Platelet 

aggregation was seen on both the Ti and NT surfaces (Figure 3.3.9).  The results indicate 

that Ti and NT had fewer un-activated platelets than partially or fully activated platelets 

(p≤0.05) (Figure 3.3.10). Minimal platelet aggregation and adhesion was seen on NT-S1 
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and NT-S2 (Figure 3.3.9).  Of the platelets that were attached, there were no significant 

differences between the number of activated and un-activated platelets NT-S1 and NT-

S2 (Figure 3.3.10). 

 

Figure 3.3.9: SEM images of cells on different surfaces. 
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Figure 3.3.10: Platelet count on different surfaces. For Ti and NT, the number of un-
activated platelets was significantly lower than partially activated and fully activated 
platelets (p≤0.05).  NT-S1 and NT-S2 had lower counts of all morphologies of platelets 
(p≤0.05). 
 
 

3.3.5 Hemolysis on Different Surfaces 

 The hemolysis of whole human blood on the different substrates was investigated 

by allowing drops of blood to clot on different surfaces for 15, 30, and 60 minutes and 

then measuring the absorbance of hemoglobin in the un-clotted blood.  After the specific 

time interval, DI water was added to the well plate to lyse the red blood cells in un-clotted 

blood and release their hemoglobin. The absorbance of the solution is directly 

proportional to the amount of hemoglobin dissolved in the DI water, so a higher 

absorbance value means that there is more hemoglobin dissolved in the water, 

corresponding to less hemoglobin on the surface.  After 15 mins of blood clotting, Ti and 

NT had lower amounts of free hemoglobin than NT-S1 and NT-S2 indicating more clotting 

on the surface (p≤0.05) (Figure 3.3.11).  The trends were similar after 30 and 60 mins of 
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hemolysis on different surfaces.  However, after 60 mins there was significantly lower 

amounts of free hemoglobin on Ti and NT, indicating significant hemolysis on these 

surfaces (p≤0.05), whereas the amount of free hemoglobin for NT-S1 and NT-S2 was the 

same, indicating minimal hemolysis on these surfaces.  This was expected because the 

superhemophobic surfaces have minimal contact with the blood due to the air pockets 

trapped between the blood and surface. (Note: the high absorbance values for 

hemoglobin were due to the use of path correction feature in the manufacturer provided 

software for the plate reader). 

 

Figure 3.3.11: Absorbance of hemoglobin on different surfaces for up to 60 mins. The 
dotted line represents the absorbance of free hemoglobin in un-clotted blood. A lower 
absorbance value indicates more hemoglobin absorbed onto the surface. 
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3.4. Conclusion 

 Hemocompatibility remains a challenge for any blood-contacting medical device.  

Thrombosis is a major complication for stents, heart valves, and similar devices as it will 

obstruct the flow of blood.  Reducing the incidence of thrombosis and clot formation on 

device surfaces is important to reduce device failure.  Though there is no truly 

hemocompatible material, titania nanotube arrays have been shown to enhance 

hemocompatibility.  Previous work with superhydrophobic titania nanotube arrays has 

shown promising reductions in PRP cell adhesion, but the interactions of individual blood 

components have not been reported.  In this work, we have fabricated superhemophobic 

titania nanotube arrays using anodization of titanium followed by modifying the surface 

chemistry by chemical vapor deposition of two silanes.  The hemocompatibility of these 

surfaces was evaluated by measuring blood protein adsorption, cytotoxicity, 

platelet/leukocyte adhesion, platelet activation, and hemolysis.  The results indicate that 

albumin, fibrinogen, and hemoglobin adsorption was reduced on superhemophobic 

surfaces as compared unmodified surfaces, and that none of the surfaces were cytotoxic.  

Further, the superhemophobic surfaces significantly reduced PRP cell adhesion 

compared to unmodified titanium but not titania nanotube arrays. These results indicate 

that superhemophobic surfaces are a potential approach for enhancing 

hemocompatibility of blood-contacting devices, but more work is needed.  The 

interactions of blood with superhemophobic surfaces should be investigated further, 

including for longer time periods than the 1-3 hour periods investigated in this study.   
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CHAPTER 4 

BACTERIAL ADHESION ON TITANIA NANOTUBE ARRAYS 
 
 
 

4.1 Introduction 

Bacterial infections are a serious issue for medical devices.  An infection occurs 

when bacteria colonize the device surface, forming what is known as a biofilm.1–4  The 

biofilm’s purpose is to protect the bacteria by blocking antibiotics, making these infections 

difficult to combat.4–6  The polymers composing the biofilms have been shown to slow the 

rate at which antibiotics can diffuse into the colony, which reduces their effectiveness.5  

This effect of slowing the penetration of molecules can allow the active compounds in 

certain drugs to react with other molecules in the environment. These reactions can 

deactivate the drugs, rendering them unable to affect the bacteria. Biofilms are structured 

with channels to allow nutrients for bacteria to circulate, which keeps the bacteria colony 

viable and growing.7   Researchers have shown that some of the sections of the biofilm 

will be undernourished and the bacteria in those areas will go into a starved state.  In this 

state bacteria interact less with their environment, which means these bacteria will 

interact less with any drugs present, reducing the effectiveness of the drugs.7 Additionally, 

the overuse of antibiotics is giving rise to bacteria strains which are resistant to common 

drugs used in treatment.2,5  Currently, more than half of the infections acquired in hospitals 

are estimated to come from biofilms.7,8 

Infectious bacteria fall into two categories: gram-positive and gram-negative.1,5,6,9  

The categories are based on the reaction of the bacteria to the gram stain, which attaches 

to peptidoglycan.10  Bacteria whose cells walls contain peptidoglycan will retain the stain 
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(gram-positive), while the stain will not bind to bacteria with no peptidoglycan in their cell 

walls.10  Gram-negative bacteria are known for their drug resistance and have been 

developing resistance to antibiotics.2  Common gram-negative bacteria include 

Escherichia coli and Pseudomonas aeruginosa, the latter of which is often studied 

because of its prevalence and association with device-related infections.2  S. aureus is a 

gram-positive bacteria that is found naturally on human skin, and is associated with 

device-related infections.8  S. aureus is often studied due to its prevalence and the danger 

they pose for patients when they cause infections in the bloodstream.8,11,12  Because the 

different types of bacteria must be treated with different drugs, an approach to reducing 

infection and biofilm formation that does not depend on the bacteria’s composition would 

be very beneficial. 

Due to their prevalence and the complications they cause, several methods have 

been developed to prevent bacterial infections from occurring.  The most common method 

is to apply prophylactic antibiotics to the implant site at the end of surgery in order to 

sterilize the wounds.  This has been shown both to reduce the occurrence of bacterial 

infections and cut the severity of those that do occur.13  When infections do develop after 

implant surgeries, they are typically treated with antibiotic regimens.  However, growth of 

bacteria and inflammation to the surrounding tissues will interfere with the integration of 

the implants, persistent infections typically require replacement of the implant.13  One 

recent approach is to create surfaces which are coated with drugs in order to release 

them directly to the implant site.14,15  Some drugs, such as the antibiotic Neomycin, are 

inactivated as they travel through the body; Neomycin will be inactivated if it moves 

through the liver.16  Drug-eluting surfaces are able to deliver the drugs directly to the area 
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of the body where they are needed and have shown some positive results.15  Other 

surfaces doped with silver ions have shown similar anti-bacterial properties, as silver is a 

commonly used antimicrobial agent.13  The challenge for these approaches is to remain 

effective in the long term, as eventually any antimicrobial coating will be depleted from 

the surface.17,18  Additionally, any bacteria resistant to the chosen antimicrobial agent will 

be unaffected by these treatments.13,15,19  Thus investigations are being done into new 

approaches for combating infections without relying on antimicrobial coatings. 

Superhydrophobic surfaces are being investigated for their anti-biofouling 

properties as the low solid surface energies of these surfaces reduces the adhesion of 

contaminants and water, making them easy to clean.20,21  Biofouling is the attachment of 

any microorganism to a surface.22,23  Superhydrophobic materials are typically made 

either by bonding molecules with low surface energies to a roughened surface or by 

roughening the surface of a material which is already hydrophobic.3,20,24,25  Some previous 

work has shown that superhydrophobic surfaces tend to reduce the attachment of a range 

of bacteria strains, but other results show attachment and biofilm formation, indicating 

that more research is needed.26–28  There is consensus that reduced protein adsorption 

on superhydrophobic surfaces helps reduce the attachment of bacteria.21  Proteins have 

been shown to absorb easily on surfaces that are mildly hydrophobic or mildly 

hydrophilic.5,29  An adsorbed protein film can provide a surface to which a bacterium can 

easily attach.1  Superhydrophobic surfaces exhibit reduced protein adsorption and any 

proteins that do adhere are easy to remove.9  This in turn makes it more difficult for 

bacteria to attach and form biofilms. 
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 In this research the adhesion of S. aureus and P. aeruginosa to superhydrophobic 

and superhydrophilic titania nanotube arrays was investigated.  Titanium was chosen 

because it is a common biocompatible material used in medical devices.  The surfaces 

were created by first anodizing and chemically etching titanium to form the titania 

nanotube arrays.  Next the surface chemistry was altered by bonding silane to the 

surfaces of the nanotube arrays.  Chemical vapor deposition was used to create the 

superhydrophilic surfaces while liquid deposition was used to create the superhydrophilic 

surfaces.  The surfaces were characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

to determine topography, contact angle goniometry to determine wettability, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to characterize surface chemistry, and X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) to determine crystallinity.  The numbers of attached bacteria after 6 h 

and 24 h were then measured using SEM and fluorescence microscopy.  The results 

showed fewer bacteria attached to the superhydrophobic surfaces when compared to the 

control surfaces.  The superhydrophilic surfaces did not show significant differences in 

the number of bacteria compared to the unmodified titania nanotube arrays. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Preparation of Bacteria Cultures 

 Stock cultures of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus were grown overnight in nutrient 

broth media (Oxoid, referred to as NBM).  The bacteria cultures were obtained from 10 

ml tubes from bacteria solutions stored in glycerol (30% v/v, Sigma) at a concentration of 

15% v/v and stored in a -80° freezer.  Prior to each study, one 10 ml tube was thawed at 

room temperature for approximately 1 hour and then centrifuged for 10 min at 4700 rpm 
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and 21°C.  The centrifuging caused the bacteria to collect in a pellet at the bottom of the 

tube, after which the remaining glycerol solution was discarded.  The pellet was 

resuspended in 5 ml of NBM which had been warmed in a 37°C water bath.  Next 35 ml 

of additional NBM, warmed in a 37°C water bath, were added to the bacteria solution.  

This mixture was stored overnight in a 37°C incubator on a shaker plate set to low.  The 

culture was incubated until the optical density (OD) at 600 nm was approximately 1.  The 

culture was then diluted with warm NBM until the OD at 600 nm was approximately 0.35.   

 The following nomenclature will be used in this chapter for the substrates: 

unmodified titanium (referred to as Ti), unmodified titania nanotube arrays (referred to as 

NT), superhydrophobic titania nanotube arrays coated with (heptadecafluoro-1,1,2,2-

tetrahydrodecyl)trichlorosilane (Gelest) (referred to as NT-S1), and the superhydrophilic 

titania nanotube arrays coated with 2-[methoxy(polyethyleneoxy)propyl]trimethoxysilane 

(referred to as NT-S2).  Prior to all the biological experiments, the substrates were 

sterilized.  They were incubated in ethanol for 30 mins, followed by rinsing with DI water. 

 

4.2.4 Bacteria Adhesion and Biofilm Formation 

 Fluorescence microscopy was used to quantify the number of bacteria that 

adhered to the surface.  Sterilized Ti, NT, NT-S1, and NT-S2 substrates were placed in 

24-well plates.  1 ml of the prepared bacterial culture was added to each well.  The well 

plates were placed in a sterile plastic bag and stored in a 37C incubator for 6 and 24 h 

periods.  After the incubation period was complete, the media was removed from each 

well and the samples were rinsed three times with sterile phosphate buffer solution 

(PBS).  The substrates were then moved to a clean 48-well plate.  
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After incubation, the media was removed from the wells and the substrates were 

rinsed three times with sterile PBS.  The fluorescence stain was made by adding 3 µl of 

propidium iodide (Fisher Scientific, referred to as PI) and 3 µl of Syto 9 stain (Fisher 

Scientific) per 1 ml of sodium chloride solution.  300 µl of the stain solution was then 

added to each new well.  The well plates were incubated for 20 min at 37°C, at which 

point the stain solution was removed and the samples were washed once more with PBS.  

The substrates were then imaged with an Olympus IX73 fluorescence microscope with 

the Olympus CellSens software. 

 

4.2.5 Bacteria Morphology 

 Scanning electron microscopy was used to examine the attachment of bacteria 

and formation of biofilms on the substrates.  The sterilized substrates were placed in a 

24-well plate and covered with 1 ml of the prepared bacteria solution.  The well plate was 

then placed in a sterile plastic bag and incubated at 37°C for 6 h or 24 h.  Once the 

incubation period was ended the media was removed and the substrates were rinsed 

three times with sterile PBS to remove any bacteria that did not adhere to the substrates. 

 The adhered bacteria were fixed using a process described previously.30,31  The 

substrates were soaked in a primary fixative made of 0.1 M sucrose, 0.1 M sodium 

cacodylate, and 3% glutaraldehyde (v/v) in DI water for 45 mins.  The substrates were 

then moved to the secondary fixative composed of 0.1 M sucrose and 0.1 M sodium 

cacodylate in DI water.  The substrates were kept in this fixative for 12 h overnight.  The 

substrates were then dehydrated in a series of ethanol/DI water baths – 35%, 50%, 70%, 
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95%, and 100% ethanol (v/v) – for 10 mins each.  The substrates were then moved to a 

sterile well plate and stored in a desiccator until imaging. 

 

4.2.6 Statistical Analysis 

Surface characterization was reconfirmed on 2 different samples of each 

substrate.  SEM images and contact angle measurements were taken for 6 samples of 

each substrate (n = 6).  The fluorescence stains were repeated three times for each 

bacteria and period of time on three substrates each time (n=9). SEM fixing was repeated 

three times for each bacteria and period of time on three substrates each time (n = 9). 

The quantitative results were analyzed using one-way and two-way anova tests as 

appropriate.  Results were considered statistically significant with a p-value < 0.05. 

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

4.3.1 Bacteria Adhesion and Biofilm Formation 

 Fluorescence microscopy was used to investigate the attachment of P. aeruginosa 

and S. aureus bacteria to the substrates.  Two separate stains were used to differentiate 

between bacteria which were living at the time of the stain and bacteria which had died.  

Propidium iodide is absorbed by both living and dead bacteria, but the Syto-9 stain is only 

absorbed by living bacteria.  Syto-9 stain appears green under fluorescence imaging and 

propidium iodide appears red under fluorescence imaging.  The use of these two stains 

enables the living and dead bacteria to be distinguished from each other.   

The results for S. aureus similarly indicate that adhesion of bacteria was highest 

on Ti after both 6 h and 24 h (Figures 4.3.1 and 4.3.2) (p<0.05).  The NT samples showed 
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reduced adhesion compared to the TI samples (p<0.05).  The NT-S2 samples showed 

somewhat reduced attachment after 6 h compared to the NT samples, but the results 

were mixed and not always significantly different.  After 6 h, the NT-S2 substrates had 

fewer dead bacteria (p<0.05) and similar numbers of live bacteria compared to the NT 

substrates.  After 24 h, the NT-S2 and NT had similar numbers of bacteria adhered, but 

the NT-S2 samples had more dead bacteria while the NT samples had more live bacteria 

(p<0.05).  The NT-S1 substrates showed reduced attachment of S. aureus compared to 

all other substrates for both time periods tested (p<0.05).  The results showed that the Ti 

and NT-S1 samples behaved as expected – Ti having the highest bacterial adhesion and 

the superhydrophobic substrate reducing adhesion are results consistent with previous 

studies.  The hydrophilic and superhydrophilic substrates showed reduced adhesion 

compared to titania, which is also consistent with previous studies on unmodified titania 

nanotube arrays.  The NT and NT-S2 substrate did have some unexpected results.  The 

NT substrates had similar numbers of dead bacteria between 6 and 24 h, but the number 

of live bacteria was lower after 24 h than 6 h.  For the NT-S2 samples, the decrease in 

live bacteria from 6 to 24 h was accompanied by an increase in the number of dead 

bacteria, indicating that some of the adhered bacteria had simply died.  The reason for 

the decrease in live bacteria on the NT substrates is unclear, so further investigation is 

needed to determine whether this is due to some property inherent to the NT substrates. 
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Figure 4.3.1: Fluorescence images of S. aureus on different surfaces 
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Figure 4.3.2: Counts of S. aureus on different surfaces after 6 and 24 h 

 

  The results for P. aeruginosa showed that adhesion on Ti was highest after both 

6 h and 24 h (Figure 4.3.3 and 4.3.4).  The NT samples showed reduced attachment of 

both live and dead bacteria compared to Ti (p<0.05), which is consistent with previous 

studies (56). The number of dead bacteria on the NT-S2 samples was lower than on the 
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NT samples after 6 h (p<0.05), but there was no significant difference after 24 h.  The 

NT and NT-S2 substrates had similar numbers of live bacteria after both 6 and 24 h 

(p>0.05).  The superhydrophobic NT-S1 substrates showed reduced attachment of both 

live and dead bacteria compared to all other substrates for both time periods (p<0.05).  

As with the gram-positive S. aureus, the Ti and NT-S1 substrates behaved as expected, 

having the highest and lowest numbers of adhered P. aeruginosa.  As the NT-S2 

samples only had fewer dead bacteria after 6 h, with no significant differences after 24 

h, these results indicate that superhydrophilic titania nanotube arrays do not have much 

effect on the adherence of P. aeruginosa.  The numbers of both live and dead P. 

aeruginosa attached to the TI, NT, and NT-S2 substrates were greater after 24 h 

compared to 6 h, which was expected due to the increased incubation time.  The NT-S1 

substrates showed an increase in attached live bacteria, but no significant difference in 

the numbers of dead bacteria after 24 h.  This could indicate that the dead bacteria 

were not strongly attached to the superhydrophobic substrate and were removed during 

the staining procedure, but more investigation would be needed to confirm this 

explanation.   
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Figure 4.3.3: Fluorescence images of P. aeruginosa on different surfaces 
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Figure 4.3.4: Counts of P. aeruginosa on different surfaces after 6 and 24 h 
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4.3.2 Bacteria Morphology 

 SEM was used to investigate the morphology of P. aeruginosa and S. aureus on 

the substrates.  The bacteria were expected to colonize and form biofilms on the Ti 

substrates with reduced adhesion on the other substrates.  The results for S. aureus 

showed more attached bacteria on all substrates after 24 h compared to 6 h, which was 

expected (Figure 4.3.5).  Consistent with the fluorescence results, the Ti substrates had 

the most adhered bacteria.  After 24 h, large colonies formed across the Ti surface with 

some initial biofilm formation.  The other substrates showed no biofilm formation, with 

some colony formation evident on the NT substrates after 24 h.  The S. aureus remained 

mostly in small groups and showed little aggregation on the NT-S1 and NT-S2 samples.  

The P. aeruginosa results were similar to the fluorescence results as well.  No substrates 

showed significant colony formation after 6 h (Figure 4.3.6).  On Ti, the bacteria had 

nearly covered the surfaces and formed biofilms after 24 h.  The NT-S2 substrates 

showed some colony formation after 24 h.  On the NT and NT-S1 samples, the adhered 

bacteria were still mostly individual cells with little aggregation after 24 h.  The SEM results 

also show the impact of flaws in the titania nanotube arrays, as bacteria can be seen 

adhered within the grooves or in the spaces between nanotube arrays.  This indicates 

that both the microstructure and surface chemistry of the surfaces contribute to repelling 

the bacteria.   
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Figure 4.3.5: SEM images of S. aureus on different surfaces 
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Figure 4.3.6: SEM images of P. aeruginosa on different surfaces 
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4.4 Conclusion 

 Combating bacterial infections is a challenge for any patient who receives an 

implanted medical device.  Reducing the occurrence of bacterial infections is important in 

order to reduce device failure and improve patients’ quality of life.  Due to the increase in 

antibiotic-resistant bacteria strains, new approaches that do not create bacterial 

resistance are needed for infection rates to be reduced.  Titania nanotube arrays have 

shown some ability to reduce bacterial adhesion, but there is little research on how 

superhydrophilic surfaces affect bacterial adhesion.  Additionally, there is some research 

on the effect superhydrophobic surfaces have on bacterial adhesion, but the results so 

far have been mixed.  In this work we have fabricated superhydrophobic and 

superhydrophilic titania nanotube arrays by anodizing and chemically etching titanium 

and then modifying the surface chemistry through silanization.  The adhesion of gram-

positive S. aureus and gram-negative P. aeruginosa bacteria was investigated by 

incubating the substrates in bacteria solutions for 6 h and 24 h.  The number of adhered 

bacteria were calculated using SEM imaging, along with fluorescence staining using 

propidium iodide and Syto-9 stains to distinguish between living and dead bacteria.  The 

results showed fewer bacteria adhered to the superhydrophobic surfaces than any other 

surface, while the superhydrophilic surfaces were not significantly better than unmodified 

titania nanotube arrays at reducing the adhesion of bacteria.  It is important to note that 

the superhydrophilic surfaces had some bacteria attached after 24 h and did not repel 

bacteria completely.  This implies that these surfaces slow the rate at which bacteria 

attach to the surface and over time a biofilm would still be expected to form on these 

surfaces.  Future work will investigate the attachment of bacteria beyond 24 h, and also 
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ways in which superhydrophobicity and superhydrophilicity can be combined with other 

techniques, such as drug release, to create surfaces which can both repel bacteria and 

eliminate any that do adhere.  Additionally, other strains of bacteria, including gram-

indeterminate bacteria which do not fall into the traditional gram staining categories, 

should be tested, along with other silanes for the superhydrophilic and superhydrophobic 

surfaces. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 
 
 

5.1 Conclusion 

 Titania nanotube arrays have been investigated for a variety of biomedical uses.  

Previous work has investigated their ability to promote endothelialization and 

osseointegration, affect cell growth and differentiation, deliver drugs, promote implant 

acceptance and integration, or reduce the occurrence of bacterial infections.  Previous 

research has also shown that titania nanotube arrays improve the hemocompatibility of 

titanium as a biomaterial.  Thrombogenesis and bacterial adhesion remain pressing 

challenges for medical implants due to the complications they cause for patients, as no 

long-term solution has been found to prevent the attachment of cells or bacteria.  

Superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic surfaces have been investigated in other 

contexts due to their ability to affect the attachment of different particles to a surface.  

Superhydrophobic surfaces have been shown to reduce cell attachment and protein 

adsorption on surfaces tested.  There has been little work, however, on the ability of 

superhydrophobic surfaces to repel blood and potentially act as superhemophobic 

surfaces.  The ease of fabricating titania nanotube arrays and easily altered surface 

chemistry, along with their established biocompatibility, make them an ideal candidate for 

use in reducing the adhesion of bacteria and interactions between the titania and blood. 

 This research examines the effect of silanized titania nanotube arrays on the 

adhesion of platelets, whole human blood, and both gram-positive and gram-negative 

bacteria.  The silanized titania nanotube arrays were compared to an unmodified titanium 
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control and uncoated titania nanotube arrays.  The titania nanotube arrays used were 

uniformly vertically oriented and densely packed with a high aspect ratio.  The titania 

nanotube arrays were fabricated using an electrochemical etching and oxidation 

technique followed by annealing to set the crystal structures.  The silanes were bonded 

to the titania nanotube arrays by etching the arrays with atmospheric oxygen plasma, and 

then using chemical vapor deposition or liquid deposition depending on the silane.  The 

characterization of the surface topographies was accomplished using SEM, XPS, 

GAXRD, and contact angle goniometry.  The results confirm that the silanes bonded to 

the titania nanotube arrays and increased the diameters by approximately 10 nm on 

average, while making the surfaces superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic as expected 

based on the silane used.  The underlying crystal structures of the nanotube arrays 

remained unchanged through the silanization process, indicating no significant change in 

the material properties of the nanotube arrays. 

 The hemocompatibility of titania nanotube arrays was investigated by measuring 

blood protein adhesion, cytotoxicity, platelet and leukocyte adhesion, platelet activation, 

and hemoglobin adsorption, along with the contact and roll-off angles of blood.  The 

results showed reduced protein adsorption and hemoglobin adsorption on the 

superhydrophobic surfaces compared to the controls.  The measurements of the contact 

and roll-off angle showed that the titania nanotube arrays with the fluorinated silane could 

be considered superhemophobic using the angle thresholds for superhydrophobicity – a 

contact angle above 150° and roll-off angle below 10°.  The results for cell adhesion and 

activation were inconsistent however, potentially due to the variation in the number of 

platelets present in the human plasma depending.  The results indicate that 
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superhemophobic surfaces have potential as method for improving hemocompatibility on 

blood-contacting surfaces.  But more work needs to investigate further whether the 

superhydrophobic surfaces have significant differences in cell adhesion from titania 

nanotube arrays. 

 The bacterial adhesion on titania nanotube arrays was investigated using SEM and 

fluorescence imaging to determine the number of adhered bacteria and their morphology.  

Both gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria – S. aureus and P. aeruginosa – were 

chosen because of the differences in their cell walls.  The results showed that fewer 

bacteria of both types adhered to the superhydrophobic surfaces compared to the other 

surfaces.  The superhydrophilic surfaces did not significantly reduce the adhesion of 

bacteria compared to the uncoated titania nanotube arrays.  There were not significant 

differences in the attachment of the gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria to any of 

the surfaces.  No nanotube arrays showed significant biofilm formation, while the 

unmodified titanium did have biofilms of both bacteria.  These results show that 

superhydrophobic titania nanotube arrays have potentially slow the adhesion of bacteria 

and formation of biofilms, but not eradicate the bacteria completely. 

 

5.2 Future Work 

 Superhydrophobic and superhemophobic titania nanotube arrays have shown 

promise in improving hemocompatibility and reducing bacteria adhesion over the short 

term.  A big challenge for all biomedical implants is performance over long periods of time.  

Future studies can investigate the performance of these materials over longer periods of 

time – past 3 h for blood and blood proteins and beyond 24 h for bacteria.  Additionally, 
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the experiments presented here were performed under static conditions.  Future work can 

investigate the adhesion of cells and bacteria under dynamic flow conditions.  The silanes 

used for the titania nanotube arrays came from three different classes of silane – alkane, 

fluorinated, and polyethylene-glycol based silanes.  Each class of silanes encompasses 

many chemicals with varying alkane chain lengths and chemical compositions, so future 

studies could compare the effects of different silanes of similar compositions.  

Additionally, the effects of different components of human blood on the hemophobicity or 

hemophilicity of a surface are poorly known.  The effects of blood and protein adsorption 

on the contact angles of the surfaces should be investigated further.  The effect of different 

silanes on bacterial adhesion could be investigated in addition to their effects on blood.  

Other strains of bacteria, such as gram-indeterminate bacteria, should also be 

investigated along with other strains of gram-positive and gram-negative bacteria.  The 

main challenge for all superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic surfaces is the ease with 

which their topographies can be damaged.  Since the superhydrophobic surfaces reduce 

the adhesion of bacteria but do not completely eliminate them, research into ways 

superhydrophobic surfaces can be combined with other techniques, such as drug-eluting 

nanotubes, could further improve their performance and biocompatibility.  Because 

damage to the topographies will negate the superhydrophobicity or superhydrophilicity of 

the surface, a strategy for improving the durability of these surfaces would greatly 

increase the applications of these surfaces.  Further research into improving the durability 

of the titania nanotube arrays should be done along with these other studies. 

 


